In numerical optimization, line-search and trust-region methods are two important classes of descent schemes, with well-understood global convergence properties. Here we consider "accelerated" versions of these methods, where the conventional iterate is allowed to be replaced by any point that produces at least as much decrease in the cost function as a fixed fraction of the decrease produced by the conventional iterate. A detailed convergence analysis reveals that global convergence properties of line-search and trust-region methods still hold when the methods are accelerated. The analysis is performed in the general context of optimization on manifolds, of which optimization in R n is a particular case. This general convergence analysis sheds a new light on the behavior of several existing algorithms.
Introduction
The Jacobi-Davidson approach [SV96] is a popular technique for computing an eigenpair (eigenvalue and eigenvector) of a matrix A. It is an iterative method where the computation of the next iterate x k+1 from the current iterate x k can be decomposed into two steps. The Jacobi step consists of solving (usually, approximately) a Newton-like equation, to obtain an update vector η k . Whereas in a classical Newton method the new iterate x k+1 is defined as x k + η k , the Davidson step uses the update vector η k to expand a low-dimensional subspace and selects x k+1 as the "best" approximation (in some sense) of the sought eigenvector of A within the subspace. A key to the success of this approach is that the problem of computing x k+1 within the subspace can be viewed as a reduced-dimensional eigenvalue problem, which can be solved efficiently when the dimension of the subspace is small.
The purpose of this paper is to formulate and analyze this Jacobi-Davidson concept in the broad context of smooth optimization, i.e., the minimization of a smooth real-valued cost function over a smooth domain. The "Jacobi" step, instead of being restricted to (inexact) Newton methods, is expanded to cover general line-search and trust-region techniques. The "Davidson" step, or acceleration step, is also made more general: any iterate x k+1 is accepted provided that it produces a decrease in the cost function that is at least equal * This paper presents research results of the Belgian Network DYSCO (Dynamical Systems, Control, and Optimization), funded by the Interuniversity Attraction Poles Programme, initiated by the Belgian State, Science Policy Office. The scientific responsibility rests with its authors. This work was supported in part by the US National Science Foundation under Grant OCI0324944 and by the School of Computational Science of Florida State University.
† Département d'ingénierie mathématique, Université catholique de Louvain, 1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium (http://www.inma.ucl.ac.be/∼absil). to a prescribed fraction of the decrease produced by the Jacobi update. Minimizing the cost function over a subspace that contains the Jacobi update is just one way of achieving this goal.
What we mean by a smooth domain is a (smooth) manifold. Since the work of Gabay [Gab82] , there has been a growing interest for the optimization of smooth cost functions defined on manifolds. Major references include [HM94, Udr94, Smi94, EAS98, ADM
+ 02]. These differential-geometric techniques have found applications in various areas, such as signal processing, neural networks, computer vision, and econometrics (see, e.g., [AMS08] ). The concept of a manifold generalizes the notion of a smooth surface in a Euclidean space. It can thus be thought of as a natural setting for smooth optimization. Roughly speaking, a manifold is a set that is locally smoothly identified with open subsets of R d , where d is the dimension of the manifold. When the manifold is given to us as a subset of R n described by equality constraints, the differential-geometric approach can be viewed as an "informed way" of doing constrained optimization. The resulting algorithms have the property of being feasible (i.e., the iterates satisfy the constraints). In several important cases, however, the manifold is not available as a subset of R n , but rather as a quotient space. Usually, the fundamental reason why the quotient structure appears is in order to take into account an inherent invariance in the problem. Smooth real-valued functions on quotient manifolds lend themselves as well to differential-geometric optimization techniques. We refer the reader to [AMS08] for a recent overview of this area of research.
The reader solely interested in unconstrained optimization in R n should bear in mind that this situation is merely a particular case of the differential-geometric optimization framework considered here. We frequently mention in the text how unconstrained optimization in R n is subsumed. Line-search and trust-region methods are two major techniques for unconstrained optimization in R n (see, e.g., [NW99] ). Line-search techniques were proposed and analyzed on manifolds by several authors; see, e.g., [Smi93, Smi94, HM94, Udr94, Yan07, AMS08]. A trust-region framework, based on a systematic use of the concept of retraction, for optimizing functions defined on abstract Riemannian manifolds was proposed more recently [ABG07, AMS08] . Under reasonable conditions, which hold in particular for smooth cost functions on compact Riemannian manifolds, the trust-region method was shown to converge to stationary points of the cost function (this is an extension of a well-known result for trust-region methods in R n ). Furthermore, if the trust-region subproblems are (approximately) solved using a truncated conjugate gradients (truncated CG) method with a well-chosen stopping criterion, then the method converges locally superlinearly to the nondegenerate local minima of the cost function. However, these favorable global and local convergence properties do not yield any information on the number of iterates needed, from a given initial point, to reach the local superlinear regime; and indeed, problems can be crafted where this number of iterates is prohibitively high. The same can be said about the retraction-based line-search approach considered here. Acceleration techniques can be viewed as a way of improving the speed of convergence of those methods.
The acceleration idea is closely related to the subspace expansion concept in Davidson's method for the eigenvalue problem [Dav75] (see also the more recent results in [SV96, FSvdV98b, FSVdV98a] ), but the constraints we impose on the acceleration step are weaker than in Davidson-type algorithms. Our approach is also reminiscent of the Sequential Subspace Method of Hager [Hag01, HP05] . Whereas the latter uses subspace acceleration for the purpose of approximately solving trust-region subproblems, we use it as an outermost iteration wrapped around line-search and trust-region methods. The sequential subspace optimization algorithm of Narkiss and Zibulevsky [NZ05] fits in the same framework.
The purpose of the convergence analysis in this paper is to prove that the proposed acceleration approach does not adversely affect the global convergence properties of the retraction-based Riemannian line-search and trust-region methods while potentially enhancing their speed of convergence. This new result, while only requiring rather straightforward modifications of classical proofs, is very general and powerful. In particular, our global convergence analysis yields novel global convergence results for some well-known eigenvalue methods in a more general context than presently in the numerical linear algebra literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the concept of acceleration. We show global convergence properties for accelerated line-search (Section 3) and trust-region (Section 4) methods on Riemannian manifold (of which the classical R n is a particular case). Section 5 gives a local convergence result.
In Section 6, these results are exploited to show global convergence properties of subspace acceleration methods. In particular, a conceptually simple Accelerated Conjugate-Gradient method, inspired from the work of Knyazev [Kny01] , is proposed and its global convergence is analyzed. Applications are mentioned in Section 7. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8. A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the technical report [AG05] , where the retraction-based line-search scheme and the acceleration concept were introduced.
Accelerated optimization methods
Let f be a cost function defined on an optimization domain M . Given a current iterate x k ∈ M , line-search and trust-region methods generate a new iterate in M ; call it x k+1/2 . Accelerating the method consists of picking a new iterate x k+1 that produces at least as much decrease in the cost function as a fixed fraction of the decrease produced by x k+1/2 . In other words, x k+1 must satisfy
for some constant c > 0 independent of k. This relaxation on the choice of the new iterate introduces leeway for exploiting information that may improve the behavior of the method. For example, x k+1 can be determined by minimizing f over some wellchosen subset of the domain M , built using information gained over the iterations. This idea is developed in Section 6, but until then we make no assumption other than (1) on how x k+1 is chosen from x k+1/2 . We also point out that values of c in the open interval (0, 1) do not correspond to acceleration in the ordinary sense of the term since f (x k+1 ) is possibly greater than f (x k+1/2 ). Actually, all practical accelerated methods considered in Section 7 satisfy (1) with c = 1. However, we consider the general case c > 0, because it may be useful in some applications and the global convergence analysis for c > 0 is not significantly more complicated than for c = 1.
In this paper, we assume that the optimization domain M is a (finite-dimensional) Riemannian manifold. The particularization to unconstrained optimization in R n is made explicit whenever we feel that it improves readability.
Loosely speaking, a manifold is a topological set covered by mutually compatible local parameterizations. We refer, e.g., to [dC92, AMS08] for details. An important type of manifolds are those subsets of R n with a tangent space of constant dimension defined at each point (simple examples are spheres, and R n itself). If the tangent spaces T x M are equipped with an inner product ·, · x that varies smoothly with x, then the manifold is called Riemannian. In this paper, we consider the problem of minimizing a real function f (the cost function) defined on a Riemannian manifold M .
Classical unconstrained optimization in R n corresponds to the case M = R n . The tangent space to R n at any point x ∈ R n is canonically identified with R n itself: T x R n ≃ R n . The canonical Riemannian structure on R n is its usual Euclidean vector space structure, where the inner product at x ∈ R n defined by ξ, ζ := ξ T ζ, for all ξ, ζ ∈ T x R n ≃ R n . The major problem to overcome is that manifolds are in general not flat, so that the sum of two elements of M or their multiplication by scalars is not defined. A remedy advocated in [ABG07] is to locally "flatten" the manifold onto the tangent space T x k M at the current iterate x k . This is done by means of a retraction, a concept proposed by Shub [Shu86, ADM
+ 02].
Definition 2.1 (retraction) A retraction on a manifold M is a mapping R from the tangent bundle T M into M with the following properties. Let R x denote the restriction of R to T x M .
Instead of the third point, it is equivalent to require that
We do not necessarily assume that R is defined on the whole tangent bundle T M , but we make the blanket assumption that its evaluation never fails in the algorithms. Note that the third point implies that R x is defined on a neighborhood of the origin of T x M for all x ∈ M ; this guarantees that, given η x ∈ T x M , R x (tη x ) is well-defined at least on some nonempty interval −ǫ < t < ǫ.
On a Riemannian manifold, it is always possible to choose the retraction R as the exponential mapping (which is defined everywhere when the manifold is complete). Using the exponential, however, may not be computationally sensible. The concept of retraction gives the possibility of choosing more efficient substitutes (see [ADM + 02, AMS08]). Given a cost function f on a manifold M equipped with a retraction R, we define the lifted cost function at x ∈ M asf
When M = R n , the natural retraction is given by
In a line-search method, η k is used as a search direction: a point is sought on the curve t → R x k (tη k ) that satisfies some conditions on the cost function (line minimizer, Armijo condition...). In a trust-region method [ABG07] , η k defines a proposed new iterate R x k (η k ). In both cases, the optimization method yields a proposed new iterate x k+1/2 in M . Below we study the convergence properties of such schemes when they are accelerated in the sense of (1).
Accelerated line-search methods
Line-search methods on a manifold M endowed with a retraction R are based on the update formula
where η k is in T x k M and t k is a scalar. The two issues are to select the search direction η k and then the step length t k . To obtain global convergence results, some restrictions have to be imposed on η k and t k . The following definition concerning η k is adapted from [Ber95] .
for any subsequence {x k } k∈K in M that converges to a nonstationary point, the corresponding subsequence {η k } k∈K is bounded and satisfies lim sup
When M = R n with its canonical Euclidean structure, we have grad
, where we used the canonical identification T x R n ≃ R n . (One must bear in mind that when we use the identification T x R n ≃ R n , we lose the information on the foot x of the tangent vector. In order to specify the foot, we say that {η k } ⊆ R n is gradient-related to {x k }.) There is a relation between gradient-relatedness of {η k } and the angle between η k and the steepest-
denote the angle between η k and the steepest-descent direction −grad f (x k ). Let {η k } be such that c 1 ≤ η k x k ≤ c 2 for some 0 < c 1 < c 2 < ∞ and all k. Then the condition ∠(−grad f (x k ), η k ) ≥ θ for some fixed θ > π 2 and all k is sufficient for the sequence {η k } to be gradient-related to {x k }. In particular, assume that η k is obtained by solving a linear system
, where κ(A k ) denotes the condition number of A k . Hence, if the smallest eigenvalue of A k is bounded away from zero and the largest eigenvalue of A k is bounded, then {η k } is bounded away from zero and infinity and the condition number of A k is bounded, and thus {η k } is gradient-related.
(Note that the condition that the linear operator A : T x M → T x M is symmetric positive-definite means that u, Av x = Au, v x for all u, v ∈ T x M , and u, Au x > 0 for all nonzero u ∈ T x M . In the case of R n endowed with its canonical inner product, this corresponds to the classical definitions of symmetry and positive-definiteness for the matrix representing the operator A.)
The next definition, related to the choice of the step length t k , relies on Armijo's backtracking procedure [Arm66] (or see [Ber95] ) to find a point at which there is sufficient decrease of the cost function.
Definition 3.2 (Armijo point) Given a differentiable cost function f on a Riemannian manifold M with retraction R, a point x ∈ M , a nonzero descent vector η ∈ T x M (i.e., grad f (x), η x < 0), a scalar α > 0 such that the segment [0, α]η ⊆ T x M is included in the domain of R, and scalars β ∈ (0, 1) and σ ∈ (0, 1), the Armijo vector is defined as η A = β m αη where m is the first nonnegative integer such that
It can be shown, using the classical Armijo theory for the lifted cost functionf x , that there is always an m such that (4) holds, hence the definition is legitimate. A similar definition was proposed in [Yan07] for the particular case where the retraction is the exponential mapping. When M = R n with its canonical Euclidean structure, the definition reduces to the classical situation described, e.g., in [Ber95] .
We propose the following accelerated Riemannian line-search algorithm.
Algorithm 1 ALS -Accelerated Line-Search
Require: Riemannian manifold M ; continuously differentiable scalar field f on M ; retraction R from T M to M as in Definition 2.1; scalars α > 0, c, β, σ ∈ (0, 1).
Pick a descent vector η k in T x k M such that tη k is in the domain of R for all t ∈ [0, α].
3:
where η A is the Armijo vector (Definition 3.2 with x := x k and η := η k ).
4: end for
We have the following convergence result, whose proof closely follows [Ber95, Prop. 1.2.1]. The result is however more general in three aspects. (1) Even when the optimization domain is R n , the line search is not necessarily done on a straight line, because the choice of the retraction is not restricted to the natural retraction (3) in R n . (2) Even in the case of R n , points other than the Armijo point can be selected, as long as they satisfy the acceleration condition (5). (3) Finally, the optimization domain can be any Riemannian manifold.
Theorem 3.3 Let {x k } be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm 1 (ALS) and assume that the generated sequence {η k } of search directions is gradient-related (Definition 3.1). Then every limit point of {x k } is a stationary point of f .
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that there is a subsequence {x k } k∈K converging to some x * with grad f (x * ) = 0. Since {f (x k )} is nonincreasing, it follows that {f (x k )} converges to f (x * ). Hence f (x k ) − f (x k+1 ) goes to zero. By the construction of the algorithm,
where α k η k is the Armijo vector. Since {η k } is gradient-related, it follows that {α k } k∈K → 0. It follows that for all k greater than some k, α k < α, which means that α k = β m α for some m ≥ 1, which implies that the previously tried step size β m−1 α = α k /β did not satisfy the Armijo condition. In other words,
the inequality above readŝ
wheref is defined as in (2). The mean value theorem yields
where t is in the interval [0,α k ]. Since {α k } k∈K → 0 and since η k is gradient-related, hence bounded, it follows that {α k } k∈K → 0. Moreover, sinceη k has unit norm and its foot x k converges on the index set K, it follows that {η k } k∈K is included in some compact subset of the tangent bundle T M , and therefore there exists an index setK ⊆ K such that {η k } k∈K →η * for someη * ∈ T x * M with η * = 1. We now take the limit in (7) overK. Since the Riemannian metric is continuous (by definition), and f ∈ C 1 , and gradf x k (0) = grad f (x k ) (because of point 3 in Definition 2.1, see [AMS08, (4.4)]), we obtain
Since 0 < σ < 1, it follows that grad f (x * ),η * x * ≥ 0. On the other hand, from the fact that {η k } is gradient-related, one obtains that grad f (x * ),η * x * < 0, a contradiction. More can be said under compactness assumptions, using a standard topological argument. (The purpose of the compactness assumption is to ensure that every subsequence of {x k } has at least one limit point.)
Corollary 3.4 Let {x k } be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm ALS and assume that the generated sequence {η k } of search directions is gradient-related (Definition 3.1). Assume that there is a compact set C such that {x k } ⊆ C. (This assumption holds in particular when the sublevel set L = {x ∈ M : f (x) ≤ f (x 0 )} is compact: the iterates all belong to the sublevel set since f is nonincreasing. It also holds when M itself is compact.) Then lim k→∞ grad f (x k ) = 0.
Proof. By contradiction. Assume the contrary, i.e., there is a subsequence {x k } k∈K and ǫ > 0 such that grad f (x k ) > ǫ for all k ∈ K. Since {x k } ⊆ C, with C compact, it follows that {x k } k∈K has a limit point x * in C (Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem). By continuity of grad f , one has grad f (x * ) ≥ ǫ, i.e., x * is not stationary, a contradiction with Theorem 3.3.
Accelerated trust-region algorithm
We first briefly recall the basics of the Riemannian trust-region scheme (RTR) proposed in [ABG07] . Let M be a Riemannian manifold with retraction R. Given a cost function f : M → R and a current iterate x k ∈ M , we use R x k to locally map the minimization problem for f on M into a minimization problem for the cost functionf x k defined as in (2). The Riemannian metric g turns T x k M into a Euclidean space endowed with the inner product g x k (·, ·), which makes it possible to consider the following trust-region subproblem in the Euclidean space T x k M :
where ∆ k is the trust-region radius and
Note that m x k need not be the exact quadratic Taylor expansion off x k about zero, since H k is freely chosen. Next, an approximate solution η k to the trust-region subproblem (8) is produced. For the purpose of obtaining global convergence results, the η k need not be the exact solution provided it produces a sufficient decrease of the model, as specified later. The decision to accept or not the candidate R x k (η k ) and to update the trust-region radius is based on the quotient Obtain η k by (approximately) solving (8).
3:
Evaluate ρ k from (9); if ρ k > ρ ′ then
12:
Select x k+1 such that
13:
15:
end if 16: end for Next we study the global convergence of Algorithm ATR. We show that, under some assumptions on the cost function, the model and the quality of η k , it holds that the gradient of the cost function goes to zero at least on a subsequence of {x k }. This is done by slightly modifying the corresponding development given in [ABG07] to take acceleration into account.
We need the following definition.
Definition 4.1 (radially L-C 1 function) Letf : T M → R be as in (2). We say thatf is radially Lipschitz continuously differentiable if there exist reals β RL > 0 and δ RL > 0 such that, for all x ∈ M , for all ξ ∈ T M with ξ = 1, and for all t < δ RL , it holds
For the purpose of Algorithm 2, which is a descent algorithm, this condition needs only to be imposed in the level set {x ∈ M : f (x) ≤ f (x 0 )}.
We also require the approximate solution η k of the trust-region subproblem (8) to produce a sufficient decrease in the model. More precisely, η k must produce at least as much decrease in the model function as a fixed fraction of the so-called Cauchy decrease; see [NW99, Section 4.3]. Since the trust-region subproblem (8) is expressed on a Euclidean space, the definition of the Cauchy point is adapted from R n without difficulty, and the bound
for some constant c 1 > 0, is readily obtained from the R n case, where H k is defined as
In particular, the Steihaug-Toint truncated CG method (see, e.g., [Ste83, NW99, CGT00]) satisfies this bound (with c 1 = 1 2 , see [NW99, Lemma 4.5]) since it first computes the Cauchy point and then attempts to improve the model decrease.
With these things in place, we can state and prove the following global convergence result.
Theorem 4.2 Let {x k } be a sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm 2 (ATR) with ρ ′ ∈ [0, 1 4 ). Suppose that f is C 1 and bounded below on the level set (13), thatf is radially L-C 1 (Definition 4.1), and that H k ≤ β for some constant β. Further suppose that all approximate solutions η k of (8) satisfy the Cauchy decrease inequality (14) for some positive constant c 1 . We then have
Proof.
Here is a brief outline of the proof for the reader's convenience. We will assume for contradiction that the norm of the gradient is bounded away from zero. Then a key to reaching a contradiction is that the trust-region does not shrink to zero (21). This is ensured by showing that ρ k is greater than 1 2 whenever ∆ k is smaller than a global value (20). This result itself is obtained by imposing that the discrepancy between the model and the cost function is uniformly quadratic (17) and that the denominator of ρ k is bounded below by a ramp function of ∆ k (14).
We now turn to the detailed proof. First, we perform some manipulation of ρ k from (9):
Direct manipulations on the function t →f x k (t
2 whenever η k < δ RL , and β RL and δ RL are the constants in the radially L-C 1 property (12). Therefore, it follows from the definition (8) of m k that
whenever η k < δ RL , where β ′ = max(β, β RL ). Assume for purpose of contradiction that lim inf k→∞ grad f (x k ) = 0; that is, assume there exist ǫ > 0 and a positive index K such that
From (14), for k ≥ K, we have
Substituting (17), and (19) into (16), we have that
whenever η k < δ RL . We can choose a value of∆ that allows us to bound the right-hand-side of the inequality (20), when ∆ k ≤∆. Choose∆ as follows:
This gives us min ∆ k , ǫ β ′ = ∆ k . We can now write (20) as follows:
Therefore, ρ k ≥ 1 2 > 1 4 whenever ∆ k ≤∆, so that by the workings of Algorithm 2, it follows that ∆ k+1 ≥ ∆ k whenever ∆ k ≤∆. It follows that a reduction of ∆ k (by a factor of 1 4 ) can occur in Algorithm 2 only when ∆ k >∆. Therefore, we conclude that
Consequently, ρ k ≥ 1 4 must hold infinitely many times (otherwise {∆ k } would go to zero by the workings of the algorithm). So there exists an infinite subsequence K such that ρ k ≥ 1 4 > ρ ′ for k ∈ K. If k ∈ K and k ≥ K, it follows from (19) and (10) that
Since moreover f (x k ) − f (x k+1 ) ≥ 0 for all k / ∈ K, it follows that f (x k ) → −∞, a contradiction since f is bounded below on the level set containing {x k }.
The convergence result of Theorem 4.2 is essentially identical to the corresponding result for the nonaccelerated Riemannian trust-region method (see [ABG07] or [AMS08] ), which itself is a natural generalization of a convergence result of the classical (non-accelerated) trust-region method in R n . In the classical convergence theory of trust-region methods in R n (see, e.g., [NW99, CGT00] ), this result is followed by another theorem stating that, under further assumptions, lim k→∞ grad f (x k ) = 0, i.e., the gradient of the cost function goes to zero on the whole sequence of iterates. This result also has a natural generalization for the non-accelerated Riemannian trust-region method (see [ABG07, Th. 4 .4] or [AMS08, Th. 7.4.4]).
It is an open question whether this result extends verbatim to the accelerated case. At least we can say that the proof cannot be adapted in a simple way: the condition that there exist µ > 0 and δ µ > 0 such that
no longer implies that η k ≥ µ dist(x k , x k+1 ) when acceleration comes into play. A simple fix is to require that there exists µ > 0 such that the iterates satisfy
We then obtain the following result. 
Local convergence
We now briefly comment on how accelerating an optimization method may affect its order of convergence. Consider an algorithm that converges locally with order q to a local minimum v of the cost function f , that is,
for some c 0 > 0 and all x in some neighborhood of v, where x + stands for the next iterate computed from the current iterate x. If the algorithm is accelerated in the sense of (1), then local convergence to v is no longer guaranteed without further hypotheses, i.e., the algorithm may converge to stationary points other than v. However, for sequences of iterates of the accelerated algorithm that converge to v, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.1 Let v be a nondegenerate minimizer of f ∈ C 3 (M ), where M is a Riemannian manifold. Consider a descent algorithm that converges locally with order q > 1 to v. If {x k } is a sequence of iterates of an accelerated version of the descent algorithm, in the sense of (1) with c = 1, and {x k } converges to v, then it does so with order q.
Proof. We work in a coordinate system around v. Abusing notation, we use the same symbols for points of M and their coordinate representations. There is a neighborhood U of v such that, for all x ∈ U, we have
where λ M ≥ λ m > 0 denote the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the Hessian of f at v (they are positive since v is a nondegenerate minimizer). Since c = 1, it follows from (1) that f (x k+1 ) ≤ f (x k+1/2 ). Moreover, by the equivalence of norms, there is a neighborhood U 1 of v and constants c 1 and c 2 such that, for all x ∈ U 1 ,
Since the original descent algorithm converges locally with order q to v, there exists a nonempty open ball B ǫ (v) such that, whenever x k ∈ B ǫ (v), it holds that x k+1/2 ∈ B ǫ (v)
6 Sequential subspace optimization methods
We consider sequential subspace optimization methods in the form given in Algorithm 3 below. It generalizes the SESOP algorithm of [NZ05] to Riemannian manifolds.
Algorithm 3 SESOP Require: Riemannian manifold M ; continuously differentiable scalar field f on M ; retraction R from T M to M as in Definition 2.1.
Select a subspace S k ⊆ T x k M .
3:
Find ξ k = arg min ξ∈S k f (R x k (ξ)).
4:
Step 2 such that S k contains η k , where η k is as in Algorithm 1 (ALS), resp. Algorithm 2 (ATR), then Algorithm SESOP becomes an instance of Algorithm 1, resp. Algorithm 2, with c = 1. The SESOP framework thus provides a strategy for accelerating line-search and trust-region methods.
When M = R n with its natural retraction, Algorithm 3 becomes Algorithm 4 below, which can be found in [NZ05] in an almost identical formulation. Observe that if x k ∈ col(W k ), where col(W ) denotes the subspace spanned by the columns of W , then x k+1 admits the expression
Algorithm 4 R n -SESOP Require: Continuously differentiable scalar field f on R n . Input:
Select a real matrix W with n rows.
3:
Find y * = arg min y f (x + W k y).
4:
Set x k+1 = x k + W k y * . 5: end for Definition 6.1 (gradient-related sequence of subspaces) A sequence {S k } of subspaces of T x k M is gradient-related if there exists a gradient-related sequence {η k } such that η k ∈ S k for all k; equivalently, for any subsequence {x k } k∈K that converges to a nonstationary point, we have lim sup
When M = R n , the condition that S k be a subspace of T x k M reduces to S k being a subspace of R n (in view of the canonical identification T x R n ≃ R n ).
Proposition 6.2 Let {x k } be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm 3 (SESOP). Assume that the sequence {S k } produced by Algorithm 3 is gradient-related. Then every limit point of {x k } is a stationary point of f . Assume further that {x k } is included in some compact set C. Then lim k→∞ grad f (x k ) = 0.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the convergence analysis of Algorithm 1 (ALS). We now discuss a detailed procedure for selecting S k in Algorithm 3 (SESOP). It generalizes an idea in [Kny01] , which can be traced back to [Tak65] . We denote by P t←t0 γ ζ the vector of T γ(t) M obtained by parallel transporting a vector ζ ∈ T γ(t0) M along a curve γ. We refer, e.g., to [dC92, AMS08] for details on parallel translation. In R n , the natural parallel translation is simply given by P Compute ξ k as a minimizer off
The name conjugate-gradient is justified by the following property. Let M be the Euclidean space R n with retraction R x (ξ) := x + ξ. Let f be given by f (x) = 1 2 x T Ax, where A is a symmetric positive-definite matrix. Then Algorithm 5 (ACG) reduces to the classical linear conjugate gradient method. This result is a consequence of the minimizing properties of the conjugate gradient method. Again in the Euclidean case, but for general cost functions, Algorithm 5 can be viewed as a "locally optimal" nonlinear conjugate gradient method: instead of computing a search direction ξ k as a correction of −grad f (x k ) along ξ k−1 (as is done in classical CG methods), the vector ξ k is computed as a minimizer over the space spanned by {−grad f (x k ), ξ k−1 }. For the general Riemannian case, assuming that the retraction is chosen as the Riemannian exponential, Algorithm 5 can be thought of as a locally optimal version of the Riemannian CG algorithms proposed by Smith [Smi94] (see also [EAS98] ).
By construction, the sequence {S k } in Algorithm 5 is gradient-related. The following result thus follows from Proposition 6.2. Proposition 6.3 Let {x k } be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algorithm 5. Then every limit point of {x k } is a stationary point of f . Assume further that {x k } ⊆ C for some compact set C. Then
This result still holds if the parallel transport in Algorithm 5 is replaced by any vector transport as defined in [AMS08] ; indeed, the sequence {S k } is still gradient-related by construction. Moreover, we point out that since Algorithm 5 is based on CG, it tends to display fast local convergence.
Applications
Several occurences of Algorithms 1 (ALS), 2 (ATR) and 3 (SESOP) appear in the literature.
Sequential Subspace Method
The Sequential Subspace Method (SSM) of Hager [Hag01] , for minimizing a quadratic function over a sphere, is an instance of Algorithm SESOP. In [Hag01] , {S k } is required to contain grad f (x k ), therefore all limit points are stationary by Proposition 6.2. This was proven in [HP05] , where stronger global convergence results are obtained by making additional assumptions on {S k }.
Lanczos algorithm
In a Ritz-restarted Lanczos algorithm for computing the leftmost eigenpair of a symmetric matrix A, the next iterate x k+1 is chosen as a minimizer of the Rayleigh quotient over the subspace
Recall that the Rayleigh quotient of A is the function
Its stationary points are the eigenvectors of A, and at those points it takes the value of the corresponding eigenvalue. (Note however that f (x) = λ i , where λ i is an eigenvalue of A, does not imply that x is an eigenvector of A, unless λ i is an extreme eigenvalue of A.) Since x k belongs to K m (x k ), we are in the situation (24), and thus the Ritz-restarted Lanczos algorithms is an instance of Algorithm SESOP (specifically, of Algorithm R n -SESOP). The gradient of the Rayleigh quotient at x k is collinear with
It follows from Theorem 6.2 that every limit point of {x k } is an eigenvector of A. Taking into account the properties of the Rayleigh quotient f along with the fact that {x k } is a descent sequence for f , it follows that {x k } converges to the eigenspace associated to an eigenvalue of A. The same conclusion holds for the Ritz-restarted Krylov method proposed by Golub and Ye [GY02] for the symmetric definite generalized eigenvalue problem. In other words, we recovered [GY02, Th. 3.2].
LOBPCG
Knyazev's locally optimal block preconditioned conjugate gradient (LOBPCG) method [Kny01] , in combination with a symmetric positive-definite preconditioner, is a popular algorithm for computing approximations to the smallest eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the eigenproblem Au = Buλ, where A and B are real symmetric positive-definite matrices of order n. Here we consider LOBPCG as formulated in [HL06, Alg. 1] (with some changes in the notation) and we show, using Theorem 3.3, that the limit points of {col(X k )} are invariant subspaces of the pencil (A, B) . Moreover, invariant subpaces that do not correspond to the smallest eigenvalues are "unstable", in a sense explained below. The LOBPCG algorithm is described in Algorithm 6. In the algorithm, (Y, Θ) = RR(S, p) performs a Rayleigh-Ritz analysis where the pencil (S T AS, S T BS) has eigenvectors Y and eigenvalues Θ, i.e.,
where I b×b is the identity matrix of size b × b. The first p pairs with smallest Ritz values are returned in Y and in the diagonal matrix Θ in a non-decreasing order.
In the case p = 1, it takes routine manipulations to check, using Proposition 6.2 with the Rayleigh quotient as the cost function, that all the limit points of {X k } are eigenvectors of the pencil (A, B) . We now consider the general case p ≥ 1 in detail.
Let R n×p * denote the set of all full-rank n × p real matrices. Observe that R , consider the inner product defined by
(25) Require: Symmetric positive-definite matrices A and B of order n; symmetric positive-definite preconditioner N ; block-size p. 1: Select an initial guessX ∈ R n×p . 2: X 0 =XY where (Y, Θ 0 ) = RR(X, p).
Solve the preconditioned linear system N H k = R k .
7:
Let S = [X k , H k , P k ] and compute (Y, Θ k+1 ) = RR(S, p).
8:
9:
R k = AX k+1 − M X k+1 Θ k+1 .
10:
P k = [0, H k , P k ]Y k . 11: end for (The factor of 2 is included here to prevent factors of 2 from appearing in the formula of the gradient below. This is still a valid inner product and it turns R n×p * into a Riemannian manifold.) Consider the cost function
This generalized Rayleigh quotient was studied, e.g., in [AMS08] (when B = I, it reduces to the extended Rayleigh quotient of [HM94] ). It satisfies the property f (XW ) = f (X) for all X ∈ R n×p * and all W invertible of size p × p. A matrix X ∈ R n×p * is a stationary point of f if and only if its column space is an invariant subspace of the pencil (A, B) . The value of f at an invariant subspace is the sum of the corresponding eigenvalues. The stationary points whose column space is the rightmost invariant subspace of (A, B) (i.e., the one corresponding to the largest eigenvalues) are global maximizers of f . The stationary points whose column space is the leftmost invariant subspace of (A, B) (i.e., the one corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues) are global minimizers of f . All the other stationary points are saddle points.
The fact that R n×p * is R n×p with infinitely many elements excerpted makes it difficult to view LOBPCG as an instance of Algorithm 3 (SESOP). Instead, we view it as an instance of Algorithm 1 (ALS). The gradient of f with respect to the Riemannian metric (25) is grad f (X) = AX − BX(X T BX) −1 X T AX;
see, e.g., [AMS08, (6.37)]. Referring to Algorithm 6, we have H k = N −1 grad f (X k ) and
F , from which it follows that {−H k } is gradient-related to {X k } (Definition 3.1). We consider the retraction given by R X (Z) = X + Z, X ∈ R n×p * , Z ∈ T X R n×p * ≃ R n×p . The Armijo point along −H k takes the form
for some Y . Without preconditioning (N = I), X k+1/2 is full-rank (i.e., it belongs to R n×p * ) for any α k . Indeed, we have that X T k X k+1/2 = X T k (I − α k A)X k + α k X T k AX k = X T k X k is full-rank. (Observe that all iterates are B-orthogonal, hence of full rank.) With the preconditioner, however, this property is no longer guaranteed. Nevertheless, given A, B and N symmetric positive-definite matrices of order n, it is possible to find α such that X − αN −1 grad f (X) has full rank for all B-orthonormal X and all α ∈ [0, α]. (This is because {X ∈ R n×p : X T BX = I} is a compact subset of R n×p and R n×p \ R n×p * is a closed subset of R n×p that do not intersect, hence their distance does not vanish.) With this α, LOBPCG becomes an instance of Algorithm ALS, provided we show that the acceleration bound (5) holds for some c > 0. It does hold for c = 1, as a consequence of the following result.
Notice that the Krylov subspace is orthogonal to x k and contains the gradient (I − x k x the cost of the operators. Hence, when the operators are inexpensive, it becomes more affordable to require a higher accuracy in the Jacobi-like step. We refer to [SS98, HN06b, HN06a, Sta07] for further work along these lines. Finally, we point out that there is not necessarily a unique way of separating the instructions of an iterative loop into a Jacobi-like step and a Davidson-like step that satisfy the conditions for the global convergence analysis. For example, the application of a preconditioner can be considered as part of the Jacobi-like step, or as part of the acceleration step if the preconditioning leads to an acceleration bound (1).
